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English translation: 
 
S:  I know that you have many types of bread, roti and khobz1 and other things; [would you] tell 
me about them? 
L:  The types of bread… We have the factory’s bread… Okay, look: We have the factory’s 
bread, and the bread we make at home or at the mekhbaza2. The factory’s bread is either roti, a 
word from India, the roti… 
S: How do they make it? But it’s not the same as… 
L: Huh? 
S: It’s not the same [like Indian roti]. 
 
L:  We call the Indian roti ragheef3. I don’t know how the Indian roti looks, but I remember that 
I saw it once in an Indian movie...  I don’t know if it’s the same or not.  The movie’s name was 
Roti too… Wait, let’s talk about the roti: It’s made in the bakery or the factory.  Most people buy 
it from the bakery. I believe that now the factory has stopped making roti.  In the bakery, they 
take the dough and shape it like cubes, like long cubes and they put it in the oven.  We are six 
people in my family, so we buy something like ten rotis, because one roti is not enough for one 
person.  
We also get the ragheef from the bakery, which looks like the Indian roti. It’s round and very 
thin like a sheet of paper. There is white ragheef and red ragheef. The white ragheef is made of 
oats.. No waAllah4… the white ragheef is made of white flour, I don’t know which grains. And 
the red ragheef is made of red wheat flour.  
S: Wheat… 
L: I don’t know, maybe… 
S: Yeah, it might be wheat… 
 
L: These are the types of bread in the factory or the bakery. 
Then we have homemade bread and the bread that’s made in the mekhbaza. Homemade bread is 
always the same: we take the dough and roll it out and then we put it in the hot pan to cook. It 
usually comes in square shapes and has a lot of oil.  
In the mekhbaza, there is the rashoosh5 and the soft bread (rateb6). These two types are usually 
found in mekhbaza. You can’t find them in the bakery or at home, since it’s hard to make them 
because it’s made using mofah.  
S: So how do they make it… how do they make this bread the morashash? 
L: The rashoosh?  
S: Yes the rashoosh. 
 

                                                 
1 Khobz: the Arabic word for bread. 
2 Mekhbaza: a word used to describe a local restaurant which serves different types of locally cooked bread and fish 
in addition to other local dishes.  
3 Ragheef: a type of bread that looks like pita bread. 
4 WaAllah: an expression used to demonstrate honesty or the process of remembering something, it literally means: I 
swear to Allah. 
5 Rashoosh: a type of bread that’s only served in mekhbazas, it’s hard and usually round and large. 
6 Rateb: another type of bread that’s only served in mekhbazas, it’s very soft and big. These two types of bread are 
usually eaten with fish and fenugreek sauce.  



L: The rashoosh... wait… they have a mofah I believe. The mofah is like the tanoor7 but it’s 
made of stone or mud. I mean it’s like a well in which they put coal or wood to burn, and they 
wait until it’s done. I mean until all the wood becomes burning coal and the mofah becomes very 
hot. How do they know the time when they should put in the dough? By looking at the mofah’s 
wall; it turns white. The mofah’s wall is brown, right?  But when it’s very hot it becomes white. 
Then they take the dough and slap it on the wall and let it cook. At home we make it in the hot 
pan, and in the bakery they make it in the oven.  
 
S: And how do you make bread at home? 
L: In the hot pan.  We make the dough; I mean the flour, water, salt and sometimes black seed. 
Then we roll it out it using the rolling pin and takhtah8. We keep rolling it out till it attains a nice 
square shape. Then we take it and put it in the hot pan, it has to be hot. Don’t do like I do: I 
always put it on the pan before it’s hot and I burn it. We put it in the hot pan and then we add 
some oil to it and flip it over till it cooks. 
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7 Tanoor: a round-shaped oven, made of steel, used to make bread at home. 
8 Takhtah: a round piece of wood on which the dough is laid and rolled out. 


